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Welcome by the Fachschaft

Dear Freshmen!

Welcome to Aachen!

the beginning of your studies in a city that is, at least for a major part of you, foreign to you

presents various difficulties.

This brochure aims to help ease you into your new life abroad and especially into studying at

RWTH University.

On the following pages, you will find information on how to log into the online services of the

RWTH, how to sign up for classes and exams, whom best to ask for advice and much more.

The first person whom you ask for help should always be us – the Fachschaft. The Fachschaft is

your representative within the University and has the task to help you with your questions and

support you with your studies.

But you didn’t come to Aachen only to study. Well at least we hope you didn’t. So, to help you

explore the city and get to know its people, we have also included some suggestions on how to

spend your free time in Aachen. Those include events organized by the student representatives,

the sports offer of the RWTH and some self-tested bar-tours throughout the city.

We sincerely hope that this information will help you in having a wonderful and successful time in

Aachen and at the RWTH. If some questions remain, please do not hesitate to come by the

Fachschaft (H201, Intzestraße 1) or to send us an e-mail at:

fachschaft@fsmuw.rwth-aachen.de

We look forward to meeting you

Sincerely,

Your Fachschaftsrat of the summer term 2021
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1. Studying at the RWTH
The following chapter focusses on introducing you to the information you will need to be

successful in your studies in Aachen. Most of it is especially important to get started in your first

semester in Aachen, but there is also some information which will become more important as

your studies go on.

In detail you will find your program structures, a guide on finding your lecture rooms and an

introduction to the online services of the university.

We also included an article on who to go to help for in which circumstances, in case you find

yourself with additional questions after reading the following articles.
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1.1 Program Structures
1.1.1 Process Technology of Metals

1.1.2 Materials Science of Steels
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1.1.3 Corrosion Engineering

1.1.4 Physical Metallurgy and Materials
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1.1.5 Structural Integrity
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1.2Where is that?
To look up where a lecture room is located you can use the RWTH's homepage:

www.rwth-aachen.de/RWTH-Navigator

Type in the buildings number code (the first number which is shown in RWTHonline) to be shown

your building in Google Maps.

Alternatively, you can use the RWTH App. the QR-codes to the download-links for different

systems can be found at page 13.

The app's operating language can be switched to English in the settings. The search engine

found in Facilities --> Rooms is even more dependable than the one on the homepage.

The map on the right shows some of the more important buildings and rooms you might need to

visit during your first semester. Though we obviously can't supply you with a map of every

building you will visit during your first semester, we still hope that this will be of some help to you.
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1.3 Study Rooms
Learning at home often proves more problematic than one

might think. There are too many distractions, noisy flat mates

or there is simply not enough room to make learning in a group

possible. Additionally, it is often more difficult to keep up a

learning routine when at home.

To counter those problems, there are a lot of study rooms at

RWTH University, which can also be used during the

examination periods. If all the seats in the library are taken or

you simply don't want to wake up that early, you can find an

extensive list of those study rooms at the link at the bottom or

using the QR code to the right.

Alternatively, you could also use the study room of the

Fachschaft, which you can find in room R202 of the IEHK

(Intzestraße 1). In this study room, we have prepared a small

library with most of the literature you will need and the

collected notes from the exam work group.

www.rwth-aachen.de/lernraeume
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1.4 Online Services of the RWTH
Here you can find explanations and instructions for different IT-services of the RWTH Aachen.

Selfservice
webapp.rz.rwth-aachen.de/selfservice

The Selfservice is a private administration site for your different accounts for each of the

following services. You may have uploaded your picture for your BlueCard there. Use your TIM-

ID as login. In “My IT Center” you can find the RWTH Softwareshop, where you can use the

free/subsided software offers from the RWTH. To use that, you have to either be connected to

eduroam or the University VPN.

For every device you want to use in eduroam, you have to create login data in the device

manager. You can find it at

app.rwth-aachen.de/eduroam/

eduroam
The eduroam is the Wifi of the universities, which you can access for free at universities and

research institutions in over 70 countries.

To log in to Eduroam you may have to install some certificates. When they are installed, you can

connect via the login data from device manager.

To make setup easier, there are programs and profiles for all relevant operating systems. They

are recommended e.g. on Windows 10, macOS, iOS and Linux. On Android they are not

necessary if you set “EAP” to “PWD” in your WiFi settings for eduroam. Then you don’t need to

install any certificates.

Instructions for manual and automated setups can be found at the ITC Documentation Portal at

help.itc.rwth-aachen.de
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RWTHonline
online.rwth-aachen.de

RWTHonline is the administration tool for the RWTH in which you can coordinate your lectures

and find the information to enroll for the next semester.

At the menu point "MSDNAA" you can find the free software you get from Microsoft, but you

have to use eduroam or a VPN. At the link "Study Overview" and "exam dates" you can register

for exams. At the link "My Caledar" you can find events, which you added to your planer by

starring them. At “Documents” and “Student Dossier” there is an overview of your grades. At

“Documents” you can find the Enrolment certificates and the “BAföG-Bescheinigung”. At “Tuition

Fees” you can find out how to pay for the next semester and how much you have to pay for

what.

To sign up for an exam you go to Study Overview and switch to the semester plan tab. There

you can see the modules sorted by semesters. There you open an exam and go to “continue to

registration” at the date where you want to take the exam. In the following overview most should

already be preselected, so you just have to click the register button”
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RWTHmoodle – The Teaching and Learning Platform of

the RWTH
moodle.rwth-aachen.de

During your first days at university you have probably already heard of the moodle.

RWTHmoodle is the central teaching and learning platform of the RWTH Aachen. Here, lecturers

can create virtual study rooms for each class.

How do I get access to a course’s study room?

First you have to sign up for the corresponding class in RWTHonline. Afterwards,when you have

been asigned, you should receive an E-Mail. Then you can find the study room under "My

Courses" in moodle. But not all classes make use of moodle.

Sign-in to moodle is like in RWTHonline through the RWTH Single Sign-On.

Staying up-to-date

To be kept up-to-date, you can set your moodle to send you emails or notifications on the web

site concerning recent activities in your study rooms.

First, click on your name in the upper right-hand side and choose "Preferences". Under

"Notification preferences" you will be able to set the frequency of various groups. Furthermore

you can define, whether you want to be updated by mail or by notification and if you also want

to receive them when you are logged in or not.

Using RWTHmobile on the go

By using the RWTH-App you can easily access yourmoodle on your phone:

iOSAndroid
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Where to find help?

On the RWTHmoodle welcome page and in the foyer, you can find the link "Documentation &

FAQ" which will take you to elaborate instructions for each module and answers to frequently

asked questions.

Should you not be able to solve your problem with that help, you can contact the RWTHmoodle-

support or the support-link on the bottom of the page or via email:

servicedesk@itc.rwth-aachen.de

Zoom
Since the end of September 2020, a Zoom license is available for every student at RWTH. Zoom

is used at RWTH primarily for online teaching. To use it, go to the Zoom website and click on

"Free registration", enter your date of birth and then click on "Sign in via SSO" and enter "rwth"

as the domain. You will then be redirected to RWTH's single sign-on. This is also how it works

for Zoom clients. A shortcut to the website is to go directly to the domain and click on "Sign in".

You can find this page at

rwth.zoom.us

Microsoft 365
Also since the end of September 2020, a free license for Microsoft 365 is available to all RWTH

students. Deise provides Outlook, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, OneDrive, SharePoint,

Teams, Sway, Forms, Flow, PowerApps and Yammer for voluntary and free use. There shall be

no disadvantage to students for non-use. Before registration, the terms of use must be

confirmed in SelfService. You can find them under "Accounts and Passwords" and "RWTH

Single Sign On". The boxes are located at the bottom of the page. Afterwards you can log in to

Microsoft with the Single Sign-On. For this you have to enter "ab123456@students.rwth-

aachen.de" as username, where "ab123456" stands for your username for the Single Sign-On.

Afterwards you will be redirected to the Single Sign-On of the RWTH.

In case of problems, you will find the appropriate help pages at IT Center Help. You can find

them at

help.itc.rwth-aachen.de
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1.5 Counselling
Now that you’ve received a decent amount of information, you might come to ask yourself: But

what to do, if all of this doesn’t help? Whom to go to for advice and counselling in general?

If you don’t have a clue who is responsible to help you, your first counsel should always be with

the Fachschaft. Even if we might not be able to do something about your problem, we should at

least be able to redirect you to the person that can. You can find us at:

www.fsmuw.rwth-aachen.de

More information on the Fachschaft can be found at the next chapter.

1.5.1 Student Counselling
Should you have questions regarding your exam regulations, your course regulations, or similar

you can obviously always ask your Fachschaft. Generally, the right person to ask in such cases

would be your course study guidance counsellor who usually has much more knowledge

regarding your course and all recent changes, and exceptions, something which your

Fachschaft can usually not guarantee. They are also the person to go to in case of applications

to the examination board. If you are looking for any regulations or course plans, then you can

find them at:

www.muw.rwth-aachen.de
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For you there is a distinction between the administrative study guidance and the course study

guidance. The administrative study guidance is responsible for all the paperwork, for example

the accreditation of past achievements. The Course study guidance is responsible for all subject

related questions and requests. Your administrative study guidance counsellor is Jana Rave-

Wortmann and her consultation times at the moment are: Monday and Thursday 09:00 to

12:00. You can also send an email to StudienberatungMuW@rwth-aachen.de

Your course study guidance counsellor is Dr. Simon Münstermann. His email is:

Master-MetEng@rwth-aachen.de

1.5.2 The Examination Board
The examination board makes sure all terms of the examination regulations are being upheld

and sees that all exams are properly conducted. It is also responsible for decisions about

objections against decisions made in the examination procedure. This means it is the highest

body for you to contact in case of objections against changes in examinations or similar

problems. Furthermore, the examination board stimulates reforms in the examination regulations

and the study plans and regulates the grouping of subjects to modules and the weight of

individual grades. Besides the professors and scientific staff on the examination board there are

also student representatives with a total of 2 votes. These should be made aware of personal

proposals to the examination board prior to their applications of these proposals. The

examination board is important for you if:

• You want to get claim credit for another subject (for this you need to make a formless

   application through the Fachstudienberater,

   otherwise the examination Board cannot act either)

• You want to hear other subjects in the 6th semester other than the Bachelor thesis (another

   formless application)

• Your examiner wants to apply for a different examination form

• You have studied another subject and wish to transfer credits

• And much more.

Requests to the examinations board should be made through your course study guidance

counsellor, Dr. Münstermann.
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1.5.3 Student Advice Centre
Dear Freshmen,
if you are met with troubles concerning your studies, the Student Advice Centre ist the first
central contact and information point of the RWTH. To ease your entry into the world of
studying at the RWTH, to optimize your studies further down the road or to overcome
obstacles, we offer an extensive information and counselling program.

Team Advicing and Services for

Students

Our team for students offers assistance and
advice including the following topics:

· Questions on getting started and
orientation at the beginning of your studies

· Initial frustration: lack of motivation,
pressure to achieve, problems with exams
and organization.

· Doubts about the course of studies,
orientation.

· Problems due to illness, financial or social
circumstances, that influence your situation
during studies and life.

· First thoughts concerning career planing.

We offer office hours without registration for
shorter requests and appointments for more
complex counselling needs.

Further information can be found at:
www.rwth-aachen.de/studienberatung

The Student Advice Centre is located at
Templergraben 83, 52062 Aachen

Psychological Counselling

Our psychological team offers advice on all
topics concerning your studies or doctorate,
including:

· Learning strategy
· Exam anxiety
· personal crises and conflicts

Further information can be found at:
www.rwth-aachen.de/psychologische-
beratung

Student Advice Centre

Academic Trainings

Through professional instruction and
discussion in our academic trainings you
develop new perspectives and strategies that
you can directly try out in everyday life. Most
trainings are held in German. We offer
trainings on the following topics:

· Learning strategies
· Motivation
· Coping strategies

Further infomation can be found at:
www.rwth-aachen.de/studientrainings

1
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1.5.4 No idea how to continue?
I am sitting here in front of my computer with the intention to write about a subject that is very

important to me and that is still, to this day, swept under the rug or simply ignored. It is the very

difficult to address issue of psychological difficulties, fear, depression, feelings of hopelessness

or the likes.

Anyone thinking these issues are rare is living in another world. A broken bone can easily be

seen from its cast, but what they look like on the inside is often much more difficult to tell.

Psychological problems often occur in university, and many more of your fellow students suffer

because of them than you might think: Open your eyes and ears and help if you think someone

needs it!

I would also very much like to tell those among you that are feeling down that you are not alone

and how to get help if you need it. Depression and fear, hopelessness and dejection, all are

symptoms that our soul is crying for help. And the most important, most difficult step for anyone

in these situations is acknowledging to yourself that you do need help from someone other than

yourself.

If you notice that someone needs help or someone comes towards you seeking your help

specifically do not be deterred by that responsibility. Of course there are situations where you

can't be of much help, and if you don’t have any experience your possibilities in these situations

are quite limited. It is always better to seek professional help, be it a helpline or a doctor, as they

know where what help is needed. It is immensely difficult to uplift the taboo of these issues, of

going to a psychologist or getting psychological help. I hope this article helps do some of that

uplifting.

If at some point you can no longer cope with the problems surrounding you then not

acknowledging these issues is the worst course of action. Get help! Do not be ashamed of your

difficulties, especially not if you think them trivial or think you alone cannot deal with these

issues. Nothing is trivial in such a situation.
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Psycological Helpdesk of the

Student Advice Centre

Hilfe zum Weiterleben

(Faith and Life Guidance)

Telephone Counselling

Psychiatric clinic

(Klinikum)

Psychiatric clinic (Alexianer

Hospital)

Templergraben 83

Minoritenstr. 3

-

Paulwelsstr. 30

Alexianergraben 33

0241/8094050 oder

0241/8094051

0241/38885

0800/1110111

0241/800

(ask to be put through)

0241/47701-0

(ask to be put through)

1.5.5 Equal Opportunities &
Family service
The Equal Opportunities Office of the RWTH is run by the Equal Opportunities Officer and her

deputies. Apart from the implementation of the promotion of women and equal opportunities,

the office also offers members of the university advising on equal opportunities and equal

treatment.

The Equal Opportunities Office also campaigns for improvement in the compatibility of family,

studies, and career, in addition to its work promoting equal opportunities and the guarantee of

equal treatment at the university. The Family Services Centre also functions as an advising and

facilitation center for all questions regarding starting a family, childcare, and care for dependents.

Appointments for private counselling by an equal opportunities officer or staff of the Family

Services Centre can be made at any time via Phone or Email.

More information can be found at:

www.rwth-aachen.de/gsb

www.rwth-aachen.de/familienservice
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2. The Fachschaft
The term “Fachschaft” is used to address three different things at university: a group of people, a

room and another group of people.

The most important one: The Fachschaft includes you. The term “Fachschaft” first and foremost

describes a group of students in one specific field of studies. Thus, the name “Fachschaft

Material Science and Material Engineering” is given to the group of all students in the following

courses of studies:

• Materials Engineering (B.Sc. & M.Sc.)

• Business Administration and Engineering: Materials and Process Engineering (B.Sc. &

       M.Sc.)

• Material Science (B.Sc.& M.Sc.)

• Metallurgical Engineering (M.Sc.)

This group of students holds an assembly once a semester and afterwards elects the so called

“Fachschaftsrat” (frequently abbreviated as “Fachschaft” or “Rat”). This group of eleven students

then represents the interests of the Fachschaft in multiple committees like the Teaching

Committee or the Examination Board. Furthermore, the Fachschaftsrat is the central contact

point for multiple work groups, which organize for example the Sommerhüttenfest and the First-

Year Orientation Week. Everyone who is part of the Fachschaft is eligible to be nominated for a

position among the Fachschaftsrat. Yes, you are, too! Should you be interested in joining the Rat

or just want to help in one of the work groups, just drop by during our public, weekly meeting!

Your Student Council

of the summer term 2021
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Last but not least, the term “Fachschaft” is also used to describe the room in which the

Fachschaftsrat holds its weekly meeting. In our case this is room H202 in the building of the

IEHK (Intzestraße 1).

During opening hours you will be able to find there:

• A contact person for counselling

• Borrowable board games

• A study room with tablets and books especially selected for our courses of study

• Students of higher semesters with whom you can share experiences – well, most of the

       time someone will be there. Otherwise, we might be able to help you contact someone.

• Snacks and drinks at student-friendly prices in our “Kiosk”

• A comfy place to hang out.

If the way to our room seems too long for you, you can also find us online:

www.fsmuw.rwth-aachen.de

In order to give you an overview of the doings of the Fachschaft and on how you might be able

to help, the following chapter aims to introduce you to the varying projects and work groups of

the Fachschaftsrat.
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2.1 The ExamWork Group
What are we doing?

We collect old exams and learning materials and make them available by e-mail on request.

There are also learning materials (summaries, notes, solved exams, etc.) in the student council's

learning room which you can view.

How does it work?

Students of our department, including you, send us scanned exams, which they have written

and were able to take with them, by e-mail. We will then add them to our collection. Handwritten

learning materials can also be handed in to the student council for the learning room.

Everyone can then benefit from these old exams. This principle is based on your help, which

means: If you have exams after an exam phase, take some time to scan them and send them to

us. We also accept memory protocols of the exams.

In return you will receive old exams and learning materials from other subjects if you send us an

email.

I don't have a scanner, what then?

No problem, you can also give the old exams to someone in the student council, who will then

put them in our subject and we will scan them for you. If you want the old exams back, leave us

an e-mail address with a sticky note or something similar.

Contact us:

klausuren@fsmuw.rwth-aachen.de

We are happy about every inquiry and about every old exam or other helpful material.

Your Exam Work Group
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2.2 DuPAG (Design and
PublicationsWork Group)
The DuPAG is a working group that currently mainly takes care of the Instagram page of the

student council. It has the task of bringing the work of the student council closer to the average

student. It also provides information about events and programs within the university that might

be of interest to the student body.

Via the Instagram page of the student council, she usually also introduces the candidates for the

student council and AG Klausuren. It also provides insights into the operations of the university

system as well as tips on student life.

The page informs students about events in the near future, but also points out university facilities

and programs that can make student life easier.

If you want to get involved in the student council, DuPAG is a good and easy way to do so. Here

you can also quickly find out exactly what the student council can do for you.

And don't forget to follow our Instagram page:

www.instagram.com/fsmuw_rwth
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2.3 The ESA Team
The ESA team, short for Erstsemesterarbeits-Team, of the student council organizes the

introductory week for all students of our department. Lectures, institute tours, rally stands,

catering, and the legendary Erstifahrt are planned and carried out by students for students. We

are supported in the organization by the central ESA team of the university, which coordinates all

departments and represents the communication with the university. Students from older

semesters help out as tutors.

During the Erstiwoche, the focus is often on the rally. Funny rally booths have to be thought up,

procured and staffed, enough tutors have to be rounded up for the first-year groups, and of

course the hungry first-year students have to be fed somehow. There is also enough to do

during the rest of the week. In order to make your start into university life as easy as possible,

we will make sure that you receive the most important information during the first days, from

RWTHonline to the organization of the university to the respective institutes of our department.

When the first week is over, there is only the first trip left, where accommodation, travel, food,

and a bit of entertainment have to be organized.

With about 150 freshmen per year, we need all the help we can get. We are always looking for

new, committed helpers who enjoy planning and teamwork. And of course we are looking for

tutors before the next freshman week to introduce the freshmen to their studies. You will get

most of the information via the respective mailing lists or our website:

www.fsmuw.rwth-aachen.de/studium/esa/

This year there was a great team of 9 people from all study programs with Richard, Melissa,

Irene, Laura, Jing, Paula, Laurens, Anika and Amelie.

If you are interested or have any questions about the ESA team, you can write to us here:

esa@fsmuw.rwth-aachen.de
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2.4 First Semester Weekend
As part of the first semester work, we usually organize other events for you than the freshman

week, especially the freshman trip and the student council Rudi Rockt.

The main goal of the first semester trip is to make it easier for you to get to know your fellow

students. For this we choose a remote location where we rent a house for 70 people. In the past

we went to the CVJM Freizeitheim Lützingen in the small town Waldbröhl in the Bergisches

Land. This is equipped with a play cellar with table soccer and table tennis, a sports field with

soccer goals and a fireplace.

Here we spent a weekend playing, drinking and above all having fun. We held some games for

you in the spirit of the freshman rally, which was also cancelled this year, a short hike to explore

the surroundings of the accommodation and, if the weather cooperated, social evenings around

the campfire.

Above all, however, you had a lot of time on the trip that you could use to get to know your

fellow students.
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2.5MuWRudi Rockt – meet and
eat with nice people
At the beginning of the semester we organize a special cooking event across Aachen which is

called Rudi Rockt. All students of Metallurgical Engineering, Materials Science, Materials

Engineering and Industrial Engineering with Materials and Process Engineering Specialization

can join in. It´s about meeting new friend, talking and just having fun.

The tastiest way to meet new people!
Rudi Rockt is a 3-course menu that can accommodate any number of participants. Contrary to

most three course menus, Rudi Rockt doesn't take place in a single kitchen. Rather, the event is

attended simultaneously throughout the city. Every course is served in the dining room of a

different team. The event ends with an after-dinner party, where you have the opportunity to

reconnect with participants.

Usually it takes place at the Café Kittel in the Pontstraße. There we will spend time the evening

together for a long time.

If you are on our E-Mail list, you will get some link by mail a few weeks before, so you can sign

in. The next RudiRockt is to be dated.

How rudirockt works
Two people team up

After the registration period, you will be sent a personalized dinner route, along with your

assigned course (either appetizer, main course, or dessert). This course will be cooked in your

own kitchen. Two other teams will join you, resulting in 6 people at your dining room table.

At a pre-determined time, each team will visit the home of another cooking pair. Sounds

complicated? It's actually quite simple: always a different location, always new people, always

delicious!
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2.6 Sommerhüttenfest
Every year in June our summer cottage party takes place. And that already describes everything

important: a festival, a party. Organized by the "Hüttenleute" (that's us, the "Metallurg*innen") in

summer.

Simply a good reason to go out and meet a lot of nice people with bratwurst, beer and live

music. The festival has a long tradition and every year you can see many familiar faces from

students to scientific staff of our department.

There is beer, cocktails, barbecue, crepes and much more - of course at student-friendly prices.

The student bands Manipulators, HolidayHookers and Heiopeis provided the best atmosphere

and entertainment last time. Afterwards, our DJ Christos put on the music to party until late into

the night.

Of course we are always looking for friendly and competent helping hands to support us at the

bar, cash desk, grill etc. As a reward, there are vouchers for helpers for drinks and food and a

barbecue afterwards.

Our summer cottage party is always a great celebration in the colorfully lit courtyard behind the

Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy. So come in large numbers, meet your friends, fellow students and

colleagues and spend a great summer evening.
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3. The departments of the
division

Chair of Process Control Engineering (PLT)
Soaking, washing, and spinning is the typical course of a washing machine wash. For proper

operation, temperatures, levels, etc. must be measured and monitored and motors, valves, etc.

controlled. If one does not consider a household object but industrial plants, then this

monitoring, evaluation and control is taken over by the process control technology. Examples of

these plants are used for the production of drugs or for rolling steel.

Industry 4.0 assumes that plants must automatically adapt to unforeseen events. In addition to

the actual system, such a change primarily affects control technology. Therefore, the

development of concepts that allow the highest possible versatility of control technology is the

research focus of the chair. Further questions concern data-driven approaches to the

optimization of the process and the equipment used.

Institute of Metal Forming (IBF)
The IBF, headed by Prof. Hirt, deals with the different fields of forming technology. These include

sheet metal and massive forming along the entire process chain. Modern methods of material

characterization and material and process modeling form the basis for the development and

optimization of forming processes for semi-finished and finished parts for all areas of

application.

To investigate forming-technical issues, the IBF has several halls with test facilities and state-of-

the-art testing technology at their disposal. Research is carried out using both experimental and

simulative methods.

With a variety of lectures, exercises and internships basics of forming technology and the latest

technologies are taught.

Close cooperation with the industry not only provides students with practical lectures, but also

gives them an insight into the industrial perspectives and the current state of the art in

application. The IBF also offers excursions to give the students an impression of their industrial

application.
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Institute for Physicl Metallurgy and Materials Physics

(IMM)
Institute for Physicl Metallurgy and Materials Physics (IMM) is one of the most important stations

in the study of material science and materials engineering at the RWTH Aachen. The physical

fundamentals of materials of all kinds are taught in the module Materials Science / Materials

Physics of our institute and subsequently in an accompanying internship applied to exciting

experiments in the fourth semester. There is a great focus on the metallic materials, which have

been used and processed by man for millennia. By means of high-resolution examination

methods, such as electron microscopy, the properties of metals can be explained on an atomic

basis today and adjusted as desired.

Metal metal? Nothing of the sort! At IMM, a team of 34 technicians, engineers and scientists

researches on metallic materials made of iron, aluminum, copper and magnesium. The next

generation of researchers are you!

Foundry Institute (GI)
The production of liquid metal workpieces - casting - is one of the oldest metalworking

processes and has been known since the Bronze Age. Today, casting is indispensable for

industries such as the automotive, engineering, aerospace and energy sectors. The increasing

demands on cast components with regard to their load capacity and lightweight construction

lead to the development of new casting methods and material concepts, which are being

developed and researched at the Foundry Institute.

The main research areas of the Chair for Foundry Science include the material development and

characterization of foundry materials such as aluminum, cast iron and Ni-based superalloys, the

application of innovative foundry processes such as hybrid die casting and the experimental and

simulation-aided investigation of solidification phenomena. Both basic research and application-

oriented research are represented at the Chair for Foundry Science.
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Foundry Institute (GI) - Chair of Corrosion and Corrosion

Protection (KKS)
Corrosion never sleeps! It can alter the properties of materials, thus affecting the functionality of

parts or machine components. Corrosion phenomena can be found in every industry, such as

renewable energy, automotive industry, aerospace, and medical technology.

The research activities at the Chair of Corrosion and Corrosion Protection (KKS) cover a broad

spectrum. For the fundamental research, the mechanisms of various types of corrosion are

focused and also simulated within three research areas, i.e. lightweight construction, high

temperature and biomaterials. State-of-the-art projects with partners from the above-mentioned

industries complete our research spectrum. Our main focus is on the development of materials

and their surfaces in order to optimize their corrosion behavior without compromising their

mechanical properties. Modern electrochemical corrosion techniques and analytical equipment

are used to study corrosion properties from the micro to the macro scale.

Unfortunately, there is no independent course in the bachelor program in the area of corrosion

protection at the moment. Therefore, we offer you the opportunity to learn more about corrosion

and our chair via Hiwi-jobs or bachelor theses!

Institute of Mineral Engineering (GHI) - Chair of Ceramics

and Refractory Materials
Ceramics are considered one of the most important materials of humanity. The further

development of ceramics for personal and technical-industrial needs has a decisive influence on

technical progress and the improvement of living standards.

For all high-temperature and melting processes, ceramic refractory materials with high

resistance are needed. Modern high-performance ceramics, whose category includes functional

and structural ceramics, have defined mechanical, thermal, chemical, electronic and biological

properties. They are, for example, in energy technology (fuel cell), electrical engineering

(microchip carrier), as bioceramics in medical technology (hip joint prosthesis, dental implants,

bone replacement), in the automotive sector (catalyst carrier), manufacturing technology (cutting

tools) and mechanical engineering (plain bearings) indispensable.

The Chair of Ceramics and Refractory Materials has diversified courses and research topics in

the field of ceramic materials and production processes. The focus is on additive manufacturing

processes, bioceramics and high-temperature materials.
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Institute of Mineral Engineering (GHI) – Chair of Glass and

Glass-ceramic
At the Chair of Glass and Glass-ceramic, Professor Roos and his team are working on

revolutionising existing processes and researching completely new areas of application for glass.

With projects to promote environmental protection, such as CO2-free glass production, circular

economy and alternative melting processes, the chair is working directly on the ravages of time.

Interdisciplinary and innovative research topics in the field of bioactive glasses, e. g. as bone

replacement material, complement the broad spectrum of investigations on everyday window,

fibre or container glasses.

The special field of glass ceramics for possible use as cooker tops or for customised

applications in medical technology, e. g. as dental crowns, rounds off the research spectrum of

the department.

During your studies you will acquire a broad knowledge of the fundamentals of glass as a

material in the basic subjects. This can then be expanded and consolidated in a wide variety of

final theses and research projects, as a student assistant at the chair and in the specialisation

subjects.

Professor Roos and his entire team look forward to welcoming you to the chair during your

studies and wish you a great start with us at RWTH!

Steel Institute (IEHK) - Academic and Research

Department Integrity of Materials and Structures
The Academic and Research Department Integrity of Materials and Structures deals with the use

of metallic structural materials in mechanically stressed components and systems. Two main

questions are addressed:

• How can the internal structure of these structural materials be adapted in such a way that

       tailor-made property profiles can be set for the component under consideration?

• How can the rules for the verification of component safety be improved in such a way that

       the properties of modern materials can be optimally developed without any loss of safety in

       highly stressed components?

In teaching, the focus is on the English-language specialisation "Structural Integrity" of the

master's degree program Materials Engineering. The modules "Fundamentals of Fracture

Mechanics" and "Fundamentals of Damage Mechanics and Material Modeling" can also be

found in the Master's courses in Industrial Engineering (specialisation Materials and Process

Engineering) and Materials and Metallurgical Engineering.
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Steel Institute (IEHK) - Chair of Metallurgy of Iron and

Steel
At the Chair of Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, we face the challenge of exploring the production of

high quality steel from raw materials to casting and solidification. Liquid metallurgy is an

important aspect at the beginning of a long process chain and includes the skill to manufacture

the high-tech steel needed for modern technical applications. The current research is also

characterized by the development of steel production with high raw material and energy

efficiency as well as minimal emissions. On the one hand, experiments are used and, on the

other, computational simulations on a scientific basis, which represent an indispensable tool for

modern research.

Our teaching is accordingly broad. In the bachelor's program students study the basics in the

subject "metallurgy and recycling (iron and steel)" and can deepen their master's degree in the

areas of raw materials, alternative reduction methods, environmental protection, liquid metallurgy

and continuous casting processes. The practical aspect is put into the foreground through

internships and excursions.

Department for Industrial Furnaces and Heat Engineering

(IOB)
The Department for Industrial Furnaces and Heat Engineering (IOB) under the direction of Univ.-

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Herbert Pfeifer is engaged in process and plant optimization in the areas of

production, processing and recycling of iron and steel, non-ferrous metals as well as glass and

ceramics. The institute is divided into the following areas:

• Flows in metallurgical melts

• Industrial furnace technology

• Energy and material balances

The focus of the Bachelor's lectures is the teaching of basic knowledge on the topics of heat

transfer and fluid mechanics in the basic lectures "Transport Phenomena 1" and "Transport

Phenomena 2". The Master has the opportunity to deepen this knowledge with a focus on

industrial furnaces. The area "Simulation Technology" is treated both in the Bachelor and the

Master. The IOB is always looking for motivated student assistants and graduate workers.

Should you notice that you are interested in our research areas, please contact us!
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Process Metallurgy and Metal Recycling (IME)
The IME carries out research in the field of recovery and recycling of non-ferrous metals. Since

aspects such as environmental friendliness, sustainability, cost-efficiency and security of supply

in process design have come to the fore in recent years, recycling under our motto Green

Metallurgy® is a focal point at IME.

As our contribution to the circular economy, innovative processes for recycling are developed

and experimentally tested. For this we apply both wet-chemical and high-temperature

processes. The recycling material used in this case can be obtained from a wide variety of fields,

e.g. production or from consumer goods such as smartphones and batteries.

However, the production of individual metals alone is not sufficient for most applications, so our

tasks also include alloy, functional and structural material production. These include e.g.

Materials for aerospace, which are melted in a multi-stage process chain under vacuum with the

highest purity and composition requirements.

Materials Chemistry (MCh)
The research philosophy of the Chair of Materials Chemistry is quantum-mechanically guided

material design. This means that the first step of material design is the conception of materials

and screening of material systems with the help of quantum mechanical ab initio calculations.

Only those materials that exhibit the best property combinations in terms of elasticity, ductility

and phase stability in prediction are subsequently synthesized in the laboratory. This is done in

the form of thin layers by gas phase condensation. The properties of the materials are then

measured and tested in cooperation with partners from the application. The results are

compared with the prediction. The materials are then further improved in a further iteration step

consisting of "Design - Synthesize - Characterize - Measure". The research focuses on hard

material coatings and functional coatings and the interactions of thin films with their application

environment.
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4. Recreational Activities and Life
in Aachen
Since your life in Aachen will hopefully not only consist of your studies, the following chapter

aims to ease you into the life in Aachen out of university.

To achieve this, we have collected for you:

• Some bar-tours

• The offers of the sports center of the university

• The cultural events of the student body
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4.1 The College Sports Centre
With an offer of over 80 different sports the college sports center (german abbreviation: HSZ)

keeps 10.000 weekly students and staff of the RWTH Aachen and FH Aachen healthy. The

sports offers span from strength training, over martial arts, dance and relaxation training, all the

way to fitness, such as the ever popular “Kontakthüpfen”. Without exaggeration, it can be said

that the college sports center offers something for everyone. Besides new popular sports such

as Thai-Bo, even more exotic sports such as underwater rugby or belly dancing are offered.

Apart from the obvious offer of physical activities as a balance to the less active university life,

college sports is an important institution for interdisciplinary contact between students. Where

else does the mechanical engineer encounter the physician? The distance between the faculty

locations alone usually prevents that. At the college sports center students from many different

faculties gather daily to participate in game or competition to partake in sports together. Not only

the mostly young students but also the older people of the community are supported.

A special offer of the HSZ are the “Extra-Touren”. These are special sport outings that are

organized by the HSZ but supervised by students. As part of these tours are opportunities to

take part in activities outside of Aachen such as canoeing, surfing, or skiing. These trips last up

to 2 weeks and are very fairly priced compared to other commercial traveling offers.

The registration for sports courses is done completely via the Internet. For those without Internet

access at home a computer is provided in the office of the college sports center. The majority of

the offered courses are free for all students; only 30 of 80 courses include a small participation

fee. Important to know is that all students of the RWTH/FH Aachen during the official time of

participation of sports courses are insured according to law of NRW. Anything worth knowing

can easily be found at

www.hochschulsport.rwth-aachen.de
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4.2 Pub Crawls
Here you can find some tours through bars in the city to help you find an entry point into

Aachen's night life. While most of the bars in Aachen are located on the Pontstraße, these tours

aim to get you a bit more out of town in order to get to know some of the smaller and more

diverse bars of the city.

Irish Pubs in the Heart of the City (red)

1. The Wild Rover (Hirschgraben 13)

2. Guinness House (Neupforte 6)

3. Rethel Pub (Rethelstraße 4)

Since this tour ends in the city's center, you can easily continue in one of the various bars you

will find there. Our Suggestions: the Domkeller (Hof 1) (4) or Kiste (Büchel 36) (5)

Cafés in the West of Aachen (blue)

1. Egmont (Pontstraße 1-3)

2. Café Kittel (Pontstraße 39)

3. Café Einstein (Lindenplatz 17)

Afterwards, one might want to play some pool in the Lichthof (Johanniterstraße 10-12) (4), which

is located just a few meters away. Alternatively (or possibly later in the evening) one might want

to check out the Kuckucksnest (Mauerstraße 92) (5), a comfortable bar with a pool table, a table

football table, dartboards and multiple board and card games.

The Comfy South of the City (green)

1. Queen’s Pub (Löhergraben 1)

2. Last Exit (Krakaustraße 1)

3. Schlüsselloch (Boxgraben 51)

If you are inclined to continue on afterwards, further down the Südstraße you will find the Hotel

Europa (Südstraße 54) (4), a vintage bar with a dance floor in its basement and the Meisenfrei

(Südstraße 25) (5), a bar with dartboards, table football table and a variation of board and card

games.
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4.3 The cultural program of the
AStA
What is culture? Derived from the Latin cultura, culture in the broadest sense means everything

that man creates with his own hands. So far, so good. Culture is usually associated with

readings, operas, theater...and the elderly. Sounds dry, doesn't it? It doesn't have to be - our

team from the cultural department of the AStA of RWTH Aachen University offers cultural

diversity in a student-friendly setting - at student-friendly prices. What do we do? On the one

hand, we organize the traditional big events like the Semester Beginning Party (at the C.A.R.L.),

the Campus Festival and the Lecture Hall Slam, but on the other hand, we also organize so-

called "niche culture" events like the Music made in Aachen (local musicians perform in front of a

small audience), art courses and also the Jam Session as well as the Power Point Karaoke. Not

to forget the AStA stage, the Textspiel (our small poetry slam) and various cooperations with

RWTH extern, the city of Aachen and the university sports center. As you can see, we have

continued to develop many things and introduced new event formats in recent years.

And if something is missing,

feel free to write us at

kultur@asta.rwth-aachen.de
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5. Miscellaneous
5.1 The Semesterticket – How far
does it takeme?
Every student at the RWTH University receives a Semesterticket. With this ticket you can travel

very cheaply with many busses and trains. But how far exactly can you actually go?

• All busses and trains within the area of Aachen. Included are also bus connections to Vaals

   (Lines 25 and 33), Kelmis (Line 24), and Kerkrade (Line 34). And since summer term 2019 it

   includes busses and trains to Maastricht

• All RE/ RB/ S-Trains (regional), Busses, Trams and Metros in all of NRW. Excluded are only

      the following connections:

      – Bad Laasphe - Marburg (Lahn)

      – Rudersdorf (Siegen) – Haiger

      – Rudersdorf (Siegen) - Warburg (Westf.)

      – Niederdresselndorf - Haiger.

It is important to note that this only applies for one person only, who also needs to be able to

prove their identity. In Aachen it suffices to carry the BlueCard, for the rest of NRW you need to

carry an official photo ID or international Student ID.

Contrary to the past, one is no longer able to carry additional people with you on trains or

busses. Unfortunately, this has changed within the last few years.

The ticket is only valid from the beginning of the Semester until the end of the semester including

the semester break. It is NOT allowed to laminate the ticket. For further questions the page of

the AStA is quite helpful:

www.asta.rwth-aachen.de/en/semesterticket
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5.2 ISDM

2019 Leoben
The International Students' Day of Metallurgy (ISDM) is an event at which knowledge about

metallurgy and experience in the scientific field of metallurgy. This includes specialist speeches,

presentations by companies and students, as well as excursions

to companies in the area.

This year's ISDM was the 26th and took place from 9 to 11 May in Wels (Austria).

For us it started in the morning with a rental car and 3 persons, so that we reached Wels after

an extensive lunch break in Regensburg in the early evening. After the opening event we had a

drink with free drinks and a relaxed atmosphere and made many new contacts.

The next day the excursions started at 9 am. With these it was a question of Gain insight into

metal production and metalworking in industry, such as Steel production and processing. In the

afternoon a contact fair, paper presentations and company presentations followed. The day

ended with a gala evening in the Minorite Church erected in the 14th century, at which there was

again a buffet with free drinks, the host and his sponsors were honoured, gifts were presented

to guests and a university was found which would like to host the ISDM in the following year.

The next day, the contact fair and the presentations continued from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m.

If you were present at as many presentations as possible, you also had the chance to win a

prize.

But then it was time to say goodbye and we went back to Aachen.

- An experience report by Silas Ritz and Ole Krüger
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